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by Maurice Hau.es

THE BACKGROUND
One recent dark and stormy night, it dau/ned on me that MZ-80A
members who use disk drives have been very hard done by all these
years. The original MZ-80A Basics lack certain commands that are
usually considered essential, and we have two toolkits for tape
Basic SA-5510 which remedy this, but none for disk Basic SA-6510.
(Knights of Aberdeen did apparently produce a 'COMMANDER' toolkit
for SA-6510, but we have never been able to locate a copy.)
Some years ago, I studied Knight's 'COMMANDER' toolkit for* the
tape Basic SA-5510, and found that it corrupted the 'USR SllFD*
self-copying routine. I made changes to eliminate this problem,
and produced 'SA-5510+KN.COMM 1 for the SUC Library. At the time, I
made a note that it should be a straightforward matter to rewrite
the toolkit for SA-6510 if necessary. I was of course hoping that
the SA-6510 'COMMANDER' would turn up; but it never has

CREATING AN SA-6510 'COMMANDER'

To take advantage of some of the best SUC software, I did t lie
job on my MZ-80K. First, I disassembled the SA-5510 'COMMANDER' to
tape, and then loaded it back into the DOS version of ZEN as a
source file. I then changed all the external addresses in the file
to suit SA-6510; the originals were listed as 'EQUATES', so they
were easy to find
the difficulty was in deciding their SA-6510
equivalents, as they were not always at the start of a subroutine.
This forced me to disassemble large chunks of SA-6510, a thing 1
had never done before; the resultant listings turned out to be
quite interesting and will almost certainly be useful again.
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The SA-5510 'COMMANDER' occupies $4200
$4724, and I now* had to
decide where to put my new SA-6510 version. There is a large spare
area in all three editions of SA-6510, and in the latest (NOV '82)
edition it occupies $5802
$5FFF. More than enough, and in the
end I decided to keep the start of the code on a page boundary and
put it as high as I could. As a result, it sits at $5A00
$5F24 ,
leaving small but useful spare areas below1 and above it. Having
decided this, I re-assembled the code at $5A00, saved it to tape,
and then transferred it to an SA-6510 disk, using ' FILING<CMT' .
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big moment had come. I re-booted the disk, ran the

new disk
and it crashed. I had forgotten the lesson learned, two
years ago, when John Ibberson and I were re-vamping the SB-6510
version of 'COMMANDER'!!
On execution, all Knight's COMMANDER1
programs change the 'LET' command to act as the entry point for
the toolkit, and then jump to 'READY*. This last jump is illegal
after you have RUN a machine-code program from a Sharp disk Basic,
because the program is first loaded as if it were a Basic program,
and then copied to its destination. Therefore, to re-enter Basic
correctly, the program must jump to 'NEW' rather than to 'READY*.
I edited the toolkit file on the disk, and all was well.
The

toolkit.,

Well, nearly. I had to change DELETE to DEL to stop a clash v/it.h
the existing DELETE command; and I shortened RENUMBER to RENUM, to
make room for another keyword, should it ever be needed. And that
was that
a 'COMMANDER' toolkit for SA-6510, at last !

-
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THE NEW SUPERBASICS
At this stage, I decided that it would be worth improving the
even further, and I took out my pile of SUC back
issues to check what had already been published. I was amazed at
what I found; even though I had put together most of the Magazines
concerned, I had forgotten that so many improvements had been
thought up over the years. After several hours of sorting through
them, I decided to incorporate the following ideas:interpreters

a) J.E. Howe's LIST CONTROL modification, Vol.3 No.4 pp.43-44
b) My own PRINT @, Vol.4 No.4 pp.60-61
c) Chris Hearn's LOAD/APPEND mod., Vol.7 No.2 pp.33-34

d) Chris Hearn's improved STRING SORT, Vol.7 No.2 p.31
e) John Edwards' multiple POKE command, Vol.8 No.3 back cover
f) John Ibberson's CLS command for 'B' Basics, Vol.9 No.l p.5l
The job was not quite as simple as it sounds. Items c), d) and
e) above were published for only one MZ-80A Basic, and the CLS
idea had never been applied to the MZ-80A. Furthermore, since the
improvements had been published independently, I had to check very
carefully on their locations, to see whether they clashed with one
another, or with the already-installed 'COMMANDER' toolkits. In
some cases I had to relocate the code, and in others I had to
write completely new code (e.g. for Chris Hearn's modifications,
which were published only for SA-5510).

To allow the additions to be made to 'SA-5510 + COMMANDER1, I
first changed DELETE to DEL and RENUMBER to RENUM, to give me room
for the new keyword CLS. Most of the additional code fits into the
spare area between PAGE/P and COPY/P, at $32FC-$33AA; and the rest
fits in the spare area after 'COMMANDER', at $4725-$48FF. The new
tape Basic is called ‘SUPERBASIC SA-5575/S' ; '7' indicates major
changes, and '/S' indicates the original Sharp printer routine.
I then added the 'SOFCEN' changes needed to run a standard ASCII
printer via an UNMODIFIED Sharp printer card, to produce a second
new tape Basic called 'SUPERBASIC SA-5575/C'; the '/C' indicates
that it has the ' 55XXA SOFCENCOPY' modifications built in.
Finally, I did the same thing for 'SA-6510 + COMMANDER'. Again,
most of the new code fits in the spare area between PAGE/P and
COPY/P, in this case at $4560-$4623, and the rest fits in the
spare area after 'COMMANDER1 , at $5F25-$5FFF. The two new disk
Basics are 'SUPERBASIC SA-6575/S' and * SUPERBASIC SA-6575/C' .
Here, the difference is that the '/S' disk includes programs
suitable for a Sharp printer, whereas the '/C' disk carries the
same programs modified to 'SOFT CENTRONICS' standard where this is
relevant, plus '65XXA SOFCENCOPY'. The latter is duplicated as
"AUTO RUN" so that it is RUN automatically at boot-up.

Instructions for the use of all the new commands and features in
all the new SUPERBASICS are given on the next page.
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SUMMARY OF THE NEW COMMANDS AND FEATURES

All four of the new MZ-80A SUPERBASICS have the following
new commands:-

DEL mm,nn
DUMP n

RENUM mm,nn
TRON n
OFF
CLS
PRINT @ X,Y

extra

DELETE program lines mm to nn
DUMP variables in category n (0-7)
(0=ALL , 1=DEF FN, 2/3/4«str ing , 5/6/7=numer ic )
RENUMBER, 1st line mm, step nn (default 100,10)
turn TRACE on, with inter-line delay n (1-255)
turn TRACE off
CLEAR the screen
PRINT AT column X, row Y

In addition, they have the following new features
LIST is halted by hitting SPACE; at this point, another tap on
SPACE steps on 1 line, or SHIFT/BREAK returns to READY, or '?'
continues listing at a slower speed, or any other key continues.
POKE allow's multiple pokes to successive locations; the data
be separated by commas, and the initial POKE address and the
data items may all be in HEX e.g. POKE $C000 ,$CD ,$33 ,$00,$C9. They
may also be in decimal format, or they may be mixed.

must

The STRING SORT now works on character-based priority (instead
of a length-based priority as in the original Sharp Basics). It
also treats lower-case letters as upper-case, so that they are
sorted into the correct alphabetically-ordered positions.

APPEND is activated by a single POKE (in SA-5575, POKE $4806,1;
in SA-6575, POKE $45A5,1). Immediately after this POKE has been
made, the LOAD command in SA-5575 (or LOAD/T in SA-6575) appears
to behave as normal, but in fact any program already in memory is
left undisturbed, and the incoming tape program is APPENDED at the
end of it (subject to certain conditions, see below). On exit, the
revised LOAD command automatically puts '00' into the appropriate
location ($4806 or $45A5 ) to restore itself to normal.
The incoming program MUST start at a higher line number than the
highest line number already in memory. If it does not, you will
get ERROR 71. Other possible errors are ERROR 6 (tape error) and
ERROR 70 (not enough memory for the incoming program).

If you get an ERROR message, any part of the incoming program
that is in memory will be deleted, and LOAD (or LOAD/T) wdll be
restored to normal as described above. Therefore, before making
another attempt, you must POKE the value 01 into $4806 (or $45A5).
NOTE ON THE ‘SOFT CENTRONICS' VERSIONS ( /C )
These versions incorporate the latest 'SOFCENCOPY' programs
which we recommend for use with a standard ASCII printer. Given a
suitable printer lead, they should allow you to use such a printer
with a Sharp printer card, modified or unmodified. They also make
appropriate corrections to the COPY/PI command (due to an overs ite
on my part, earlier MZ-80A 'CENTRONICS' programs did not do this).
For further information on these points, see the 'SOFT CENTRONICS'
articles in the General and MZ-80A Sections of this issue.
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Kill lor hi I/SUPKHHASIC note

Tel & Fax (0626) 5 HOB

CL

WATCH OUT FOR CHANGE'S
My relatively short spell as the MZ HOA Kd I t or/Li brarian is
coming to an end some time in the latter half of 1994. I am very
sorry that this has turned out to be the case, but my over-present
business commitments, coupled with the need to sort myself out in
a new house, mean that I cannot really do justice to the Job, and
I have recently found it difficult to reply to member’s requests
within a reasonable time.

Peter Perkins has willingly volunteered to take my place. Peter
was an enthusiastic member of the MZ-80A section of the Club for
many years, in its early days, and has recently re-joined after
succumbing to temptation and buying himself a very cheap complete
MZ-80A system. Peter is still in the throes of ’getting back into
the Sharp groove’, but we hope that by the time the next issue
reaches you, in November, he will be ready to go, with the entire
MZ-80A Tape and disk Library at his finger-tips.
In the meantime, I will continue to answer enquiries as best I
can. After the Library has been transferred, which as far as we
cna judge will probably happen in late September, T shall forward
any enquiries to Peter, whose address is:

Peter Perkins
’Stoneleigh ’

Asenby
Thi rsk
North Yorkshire Y07 3QN

Telephone (0845) 578473

**********
More I n fo cm a t [ on on the new MZ-8QA SUPERBASICS/C
Maurice has asked me to apologise on his behalf for missing out
a relatively minor piece of information regarding the /C versions
of the new MZ-80A SUPERBASICS announced in the last issue.

In the /C versions, the printer conversion routine handles ALL
the ASCII characters available on the ’normal’ MZ-80A keyboard ,
and not just the lower-case letters; and it converts any other
characters (i.e. the left arrow and all graphics characters) to
the standard ASCII ’ underline ’character
code $5F).
As the ’£ ’ sign is not available from the MZ-80A keyboard, It is
not catered for in these Basics. But you can print ’£’ In place of
by setting the printer to the ’ENGLISH ASCII* chnrnelrr set.

However, if you printer is a modern one and IN capable of being
set to the IBM character set, you can print the ’ fl ' sign as the
normal character for code $23, and get the ’ £ ’ sign by sending
code $9C direct to the printer with the command PRINT/P Clllf$( 156).
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